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Hardware list

Processing Unit
1x

LAN Cable
1x

Cable clips
10x

Camera holding legs
3x

DC cable with power 
on/off switch - 1x

Round head screws for 
the cover plate - 2x

Cover plate
1x

Power supply (5V, 4A) 
1x

Black coarse threaded 
screws - 8x

IMPORTANT! 
Do not expose the product to direct sunlight or hot surface!
Do not operate the product for more than 12 hours per day! 
Do not connect any power supplies to the processing unit other 
than the one in the packaging!

ASSEMBLY VIDEO
Check the following step-by-step instructional video for further 
help!

T-shaped support 
brackets - 2x

NOT INCLUDED COMPONENTS 

This package does not contain the Termote 2.0 light surround, 
the dartboard surround and the dartboard,  which are all essen-
tial parts of the complete auto-scoring steel darts system.

Coarse threaded screws 
with rawl plugs - 2x
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Installation
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STEP 1

Attach the cameras

Do you have A/B/C stickers on your Termote?

Attach the three camera-holding legs 
(Leg A, Leg B and Leg C) to the cor-
responding places, using two black 
screws for each leg. 

When you are finished with these, 
continue with step 2.

- If yes, then jump to the substep
 
- If no, then jump to the substep  

Align the cover plate with the Bull’s 
Termote logo on the bottom of your 
Termote light surround.

Take Leg A (the camera-holding leg 
with the shortest cable) and align it 
with the right-hand side edge of the 
cover plate (it will be at around the 5 
o’clock direction). 

Attach Leg A to the Termote using 
two black coarse threaded screws.

A

A

B

B
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Measure 60 cm from the top screw of the attached leg (Leg A), to both direc-
tions. These measurements mark out the place of the remaining two came-
ra-holding legs: 

• Leg B (the one with the medium length cable) at 9 o’clock position
• Leg C (the one with the longest cable) at 1 o’clock position. 

Attach the remaining two camera-holding legs to the previously measured 
positions on the Termote, using two black screws for each leg.

STEP 2STEP 1

Attach the processing unit
Take the processing unit and mount it to the bottom side of the Termote using 
two black screws. Make sure that the side with the two USB sockets is facing 
to the right-hand side. Plug in the USB cables to the processing unit. Use the 
black cable clips to secure the USB cables to the Termote.
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STEP 3

Cover Plate

Attach the cover plate to the bottom front side of the Termote using the 
two black screws.

STEP 4

Hang the Termote on the surround

Insert the clips into the slots at the back of the Termote, and hang it up on 
the dartboard surround. Plug in the power supply and the LAN cable into the 
processing unit.
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NOTE
Depending on the rigidity of your dartboard surround, you might 
find that it is deforming under the weight of the Termote or that 
it is too unstable. For this reason, we recommend executing the 
following two steps to provide enhanced stability for your Scolia 
Home system.

STEP 5 - OPTIONAL

Plug in the two T-shaped brackets

Plug in the two T-shaped support brackets 
into the topmost and downmost slots of the 
Termote in such a way that the holes of the 
support brackets are facing outwards. Hang 
the Termote on the dartboard surround, and 
mark the holes of the support brackets on 
the wall. 

STEP 6 - OPTIONAL

Attach the Termote to the wall

Drill the holes, insert the rawlplugs, and attach the Termote to the wall using 
the support brackets and the coarse threaded screws. Using this attachment, 
the Termote is now in a stable position.
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System Setup
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STEP 1

Board Registration

Register your board at the My Boards page at game.scoliadarts.com.

1. Create an account or use your Google/Facebook account to make the 
registration process even simpler. 

2. Once logged in, select the My Boards option and click on the „Add new 
board” button. 

3. Enter the following Serial Number 
 
 

4. Add board information. Name your board and enter the town/city where 
you use it.  

5. Finalise the process by clicking on the „Add board” button.

STEP 2

Camera alignment

Once you have registered your board, turn on the processing unit and the LED 
light. Use the streaming button on the My Boards page to see your real-time 
camera images.

Align the cameras in such a way that the dartboard images are as close to the 
green ellipses as possible. Once the cameras are in their appropriate posi-
tions, tighten the screws at the hinge joint, so that they remain fixed.
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STEP 3

Board Calibration

Press the calibrate link and wait until the system calibrates itself.  Once the 
system is calibrated, you can start playing!

Start a Game
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1. Open game.scoliadarts.com on your smartphone, tablet or PC.  

2. Once logged in, choose the Local Game option on your dashboard. 

3. Use the Quick Join functionality to join your board with a single click, or 
enter the 6-character board code of the Scolia board you would like to join. 
The board code for Scolia Home systems can be found at the My Boards 
page. 

4. Configure the game, enter the name of the players and start the game!

1. Open game.scoliadarts.com on your smartphone, tablet or PC.  

2. Once logged in, choose the Online Game option on your dashboard.  

3. Use the Quick Join functionality to join your board with a single click, or 
enter the 6-character board code of the Scolia board you would like to join. 
The board code for Scolia Home systems can be found at the My Boards 
page. 

4. Once you have joined the lobby, pick an opponent and send an invitation to 
start a game or accept any invitations that you receive!

Start a Local Game

Start an Online Game

• Make sure not to move accidentally the Termote light and the came-
ra-holding legs when removing the darts from the dartboard! 

• Do not operate the Termote light at too high or too low intensity. Use the 
dimmer to set the intensity level to around 60-80% for optimal accuracy. 

• Avoid using dark-coloured barrels, shafts and flights! 

• Sharpen your darts regularly to minimize the number of bounce-out 
throws! 

• Stabilize your dartboard using wedges or other equipment! 

• Do not use flash photography and do not block the field of view of the 
cameras!

You can use your regular dartboard and darts set with Scolia. Scolia is com-
patible with the products of all the major dartboard manufacturers. Note 
that the image processing algorithm expects the dartboard to have standard 
dimensions, traditional colouring and to be equipped with the traditional metal 
number ring.

Tips for higher accuracy

Do I need special dartboard or special darts set to use 
Scolia?
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Troubleshooting

My board does not seem to be online. What should I do?

Check the LAN cable and make sure it is properly connected to the processing 
unit and your network device. 

The status of the board is CAMERA ERROR. What should I do?

Check the USB cables of the cameras, and make sure they are properly con-
nected to the processing unit. Restart the system by turning it off and on again 
after a few seconds.

The status of the board is CALIBRATION ERROR. What should I do?

The environment of the dartboard must be clear on start-up. The automatic 
calibration process fails to execute if one or more objects partially or fully 
cover the segments of the dartboard. Once you remove every object that can 
potentially block the view of the cameras, restart the system. The owner of the 
Scolia system can monitor the camera images on the My Boards page of the 
web application.

The system makes too many mistakes. What should I do?

Try to recalibrate your system by pressing the Calibrate link on the My Boards 
page or turn your device off and on again after a few seconds. Make sure the 
environment of the dartboard is clear during the calibration process and that 
the dartboard images are as close to the green ellipses as possible.

How can I check the images of the cameras?

1. Visit game.scoliadarts.com and log in to your account. 

2. Go to your My Boards page, and pick the Scolia system you are interested 
in. 

3. If your Scolia system is online, you can see the still images of the came-
ras. You can refresh the images at any point by pressing the refresh or the 
streaming button in the top right corner.

DO YOU NEED ANY HELP?

• You can find more information on scoliadarts.com/faq 

• Or contact us via email: support@scoliadarts.com
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facebook.com/scoliatech

instagram.com/scoliatech


